NZ Electricity Risk Curves - Percentage Risk

(Lakes Taupo, Tekapo, Pukaki, Hawea, Te Anau & Manapouri)
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refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information
NZ Contingent Storage Release Boundary

(Lakes Taupo, Tekapo, Pukaki, Hawea, Te Anau & Manapouri)

Updated: 1 August 2019

refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information
SI Contingent Storage Release Boundary
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(Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, Hawea, Te Anau & Manapouri)

refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information
NZ Electricity Risk Status Curves - Watch, Alert and Emergency Status
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(Lakes Taupo, Tekapo, Pukaki, Hawea, Te Anau & Manapouri)

refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information
SI Electricity Risk Status Curves - Watch, Alert and Emergency Status
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NZ Official Conservation Campaign Start and Stop Triggers
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△ refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information
SI Official Conservation Campaign Start and Stop Triggers
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refers to an update to the ERCs: see ERC Assumptions Document for more information